Abstract-This article describes a novel multi-dimension combination signal detection algorithm based on the spacefrequency-energy domain for the raw data derived from high frequency (HF) wide band direction-finding (DF) systems. According to the HF wide band DF data, the time-frequencypower spectrum and its corresponding azimuth information are first transformed into azimuth-frequency-energy spectrum of DF data along the time axis; then the noise characteristics of azimuth-frequency-energy spectrum are analyzed and the detection threshold is achieved by the Neyman-Pearson (N-P) criterion at one certain false alarm probability ( FA P ); finally the signals are detected by comparing the energy of every azimuth-frequency point with the detection threshold. Through simulation and raw data validation, this algorithm can detect the weak signals of HF wide band DF data.
INTRODUCTION
When HF wide band direction-finding (DF) systems measure the azimuth of the coming waves [1] , the result of DF has many outliers and consists of the azimuths of signal , noise and interference because of the effects of the frequency selective HF channels , the non-stationary HF noise , the non-stationary signal and so on. It is difficult to obtain the signal azimuth and achieve the accurate value of the automatic wideband intersecting location which is based on multi-station DF data matching. In order to obtain the accurate azimuth of signal, it is important to detect the signal first.
Sheng-en Luo [2] and Ming Ye [3] et al have carried out related studies of signal detection and sorting based on DF wide band received signals. Franz Quint [4] [5] and Frank Raps [6] et al have carried out related studies of signal detection and emitter classification ,but their methods are based on the template matching of image processing. There are some limitations to their approaches and has been little research in the literature about the signal detection based on HF wide band DF data.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF ALGORITHM
The time-frequency-azimuth spectrum and timefrequency -power spectrum based on the HF wideband DF data which consists of time, frequency, azimuth, elevation , The color of the two figures denotes the azimuth and power value respectively. As illustrated in Fig 1 and Fig 2, there are signals as well as noise. It affects the detection of the signals.
In general, the emitters with different positions have different azimuths in HF wide band DF systems [4] . The azimuth value of signal affected by noise is a Gaussian process, but the noise azimuth value follows the random distribution. Moreover long duration integration of the interesting signal energy is a key to develop an effective detector under severe noise background in many practical applications [7] [8] .
So the wide band DF data time-frequency-power spectrum and its corresponding azimuth information are transformed into data azimuth-frequency-energy spectrum along the time axis; because of the different characteristics of signal and noise, signal is focused in the azimuth-frequency 
A. Projection Algorithm
Time series multi-frame projection in image processing is a process which transforms image sequences from threedimension spatio-temporal domain to two-dimensional space domain to obtain singularity combination image by lossy compression [9] . Common projection algorithm consists of maximum projection algorithm, summation projection algorithm and so on
• Maximum value projection algorithm
Where ( , , ) r x y t denotes the pixel value of one frame, ( , ) z x y denotes the pixel value after projection algorithm.
As illustrated by(1), the pixel value after the maximum projection algorithm is the max value of the related position pixel of image sequence.
• Summation projection algorithm 
Where ( , , ) r x y t denotes the pixel value of one frame, ( , ) z x y denotes the pixel value after summation projection algorithm. As illustrated by(2), the pixel value after summation projection algorithm is the summation of the related position pixel of image sequence.
Considering the method of summation projection algorithm in image processing, the power information of HF wide band DF data is added into azimuth-frequency domain by compressing time dimension, which benefits the signal detection .Specific process is shown below: According to the related knowledge in mathematical statistics [10] , the summation projection by compressing time dimension realizes the cumulation of energy in DF data. Because the different characteristics of signal and noise, signal is focused in the azimuth-frequency domain. But noise is distributed in the azimuth-frequency domain uniformly.
B. Noise Characteristics Analysis
Signal detection mainly consists of threshold estimation, energy detection and so on. The function of threshold estimation determines the noise floor of azimuth-frequencyenergy domain and calculates the detection threshold according to the false alarm probability ( FA P ) Energy detection compares the energy of azimuth-frequency points with the detection threshold in order to find the points which have signal [11] .
Supposing that the HF noise is stationary in the frequency range of 2MHz in short time, the wide band received signals of HF DF systems are digitized and converted into blocks of multichannel data with FFT processing in some time intervals. The window function is rectangle. Namely, the discrete received signal ( ) r n is converted to time-frequency domain by STFT :
( ) ( ) ( ) r n s n n n = +
Where ( ) s n denotes the discrete signal sequence, ( ) n n denotes the noise sequence, N is the length of STFT , ( ) w n is a window function. Considering the wide band received signal ( ) r k ,if ( ) n k is a white Gaussian process of zero mean and variance By using the N-P detection criterion in practical project frequently, the detection statistics can be derived from the likelihood ratio test.
The decision rule under the N-P detection criterion is shown as following [11] : 
Substituting (13) into (12) , (12) Where th′ is defined as: 
Substituting (17) into (18) , (18)can be simply expressed as following: 
C. Analysis of Detection Performance
From the analysis above, it is a fact that D P is increased versus the equivalent energy-to-noise ratio s n u δ and 
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VALIDATION

A. Simulation Validation
The detection performance changing with the equivalent energy-to-noise ratio s n u δ , SNR and projection time length K is analyzed below. In the simulation, the projection time length K is set to 120 and 200.The It can be concluded from the simulation result and theory result that the algorithm described in this paper can detect the weak signals of HF wide band DF data by increasing the projection time length.
B. Experiment Validation
The raw data is received from the HF wide band DF systems. The center frequency is 7MHz and the bandwidth is 2MHz.The sample frequency is 2.56MHz.The time and frequency intervals are respectively 26ms and 125Hz.The time length of the DF data is 200.The time-frequency azimuth spectrum and time-frequency power are shown in Fig 11 and The azimuth-frequency-energy spectrum after projection along time axis is presented in Fig 13 . Figure 15 the azimuth-frequency-energy spectrum after signal detected As illustrated in Fig 15, the algorithm proposed by this paper can achieve the detection of weak signal based on the HF wide band DF data.
IV. CONCLUSION
A multi-dimension combination signal detection algorithm based on the space-frequency-energy domain is proposed in this paper aiming at the target of detecting the signal of the HF wide band DF data. Validated by the simulation and experiment, the algorithm can detect the weak signal of HF wide band DF data by increasing the projection time length. It can support the accurate acquisition of every signal of DF data and the automatic wideband intersecting location which is based on multi-station DF data matching. Further work concerning the signal segmentation is in progress.
